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As this newsletter went to press,
groups in the Ukraine and Communist
President Donald Trump was still pursuing
China. There were emails, photos, and
legal challenges in several states to get
videos on Hunter Biden’s laptop, obtained
an honest accounting of the votes and
by The Post, which exposed several
to ensure the integrity of our electoral
pay-for-play operations. The evidence
process. However that
indicated that Hunter
mission turns out, one
was the bag man for his
thing is undeniable: the
father. It also revealed
left-wing media stole
Hunter’s extensive crackthe election.
cocaine use and self-made
The leftist press
pornography, which is an
employed several tactics
invitation for blackmail
to mislead the public
against him and his father.
and suppress the vote.
The story is more
They also censored —
damaging than Watergate,
CNN’s Jake Tapper – Nov. 7 –
bias by omission — vital
so you would think there
“But now the Trump presidency
information about Joe
would be non-stop news
is coming to an end, with so
Biden and his son Hunter
coverage. Yet during the
many squandered opportunities
Biden, which probably
two weeks after the story
and ruined potential, but also
would have changed
broke there were 113
an era of just plain meanness.
It must be said, to paraphrase
the outcome of this
hours of network news
President Ford, for tens of millions
election, as our research
coverage and only 21
of our fellow Americans, their long
and polling shows.
minutes of it devoted to
national nightmare is over.”
On top of that, as the
the Biden laptop story!
... but CNN isn’t biased.
MRC has documented,
Also, on Oct. 27, one
the social media giants Facebook and
week before Election Day, former BidenTwitter increasingly censored the Trump
business partner Tony Bobulinski went on
campaign both before and after the Nov.
Tucker Carlson Tonight and corroborated
3 election. In addition, the liberal media
much of the information that was stored
derided President Trump with nearly conon the laptop. (The Bidens have not
stant negative coverage, something they
denied that the laptop and data are real
have done for four years straight.
and belong to them.)
The 2020 election reveals just how
The Bobulinski interview was
corrupt and powerful the leftist media are
absolutely devastating. But the news
and why the work of the MRC is so impornetworks completely ignored it. Also,
tant to this nation. Without a free and
Twitter and Facebook first blocked and
honest press, the Republic cannot survive.
then limited the sharing of the New York
Let’s look at some facts.
Post story. The American electorate was
On Oct. 14, the New York Post broke
intentionally kept in the dark.
an explosive story about the corrupt,
After the Nov. 3 elections, the MRC
multi-million-dollar business dealings of
(with McLaughlin & Associates) polled
Joe Biden and Hunter Biden with nefarious
Continued on page 8

Tom and Kipp Gutshall

Passionate About Truth and the MRC
Internship Program
It has been said, “the pen is mightier than the
sword,” and observing the left-wing media’s assault on
the truth, they indeed have weaponized their writing
tools to skewer facts. “Truth in journalism” sadly is
a motto from a bygone era, but MRC supporters Tom
and Kipp Gutshall want to make the media great
again. They do it by supporting conservative studentjournalists in the MRC Internship Program.
It started in 2012, when the Gutshalls’ love of
conservatism and a chance-spotting of MRC President
Brent Bozell on TV drew them to the MRC. “We saw
Brent’s face on TV, and never forgot,” Tom Gutshall
mused.
The timing was right. The Gutshalls were impressed
by the articulate manner in which Brent explained
media bias and its effect on the election. It struck a
chord. The media spun the news to help the liberal
candidate. The Gutshalls were convinced the MRC
could make a difference.
They have been major donors ever since.
We sat down with the Gutshalls to discuss their
commitment to the next generation of conservatives
through the MRC’s Internship Program. Tom first spoke
enthusiastically about his upbringing and conservative
roots: “Since I was five, I was taught about American
history in school, what the Constitution represented,
and why we have the Bill of Rights. Our family were
close confidantes with members of Congress, including

Kipp and Tom Gutshall

Rep. Richard Simpson (R-Penn.), and I learned a lot
about how government worked, and how folks from
different parties would work things out ‘over lunch.’”
While supporting the MRC, the Gutshalls had an
epiphany of sorts and started earmarking a portion of
their donations to the MRC Internship Program.
“We are engaged in the public knowing the truth,
because young people are not getting the word in
school, not learning how a constitutional
republic works,” Tom said. “It is our
attempt to bring the truth out in the
media to correct all of this. The impact of
these young conservative journalists will
last for years. Hopefully, they will bring
us back to our senses about how limited
government works.”
The MRC hosts spring, summer, and fall
internships. The Gutshalls not only support
the program, but they also sponsor an
intern for each session.
Last summer, the Gutshalls sponsored
Bailey Duran, who interned for CNSNews.
Some of the Fall interns meet with Brent for a welcome lunch to the program.
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Summer Intern Class 2020 — (FRONT L to R) Megan Marzzacco, Anna Gould, Eileen McCreery, Simona Barca, Clay Robinson, Alaina Lopez,
Bailey Duran, Jonah Lackey. (BACK L to R) John Jakubisin, Ryan Heard, Logan Baer, Duncan Schroeder, Michael Dellanno, Adam Burnett,
Andrew Davenport

“I like to think that at some time it won’t be necessary because
the government has come back into balance. Sure, the push and shove
will go on for a long time. But, by golly, we are going to win it.”
TOM GUTSHALL
Mark Levin shared her blogs, and more than
600,000 people viewed her articles.
“We were so impressed with her remarkable
depth of understanding of the political system,”
Tom enthused about meeting Bailey. “And her
passion for getting it right! Oh, and I shared
with her our family recipe for squirrel stew!”
Tom said jokingly, referring to time he spent
hunting in West Virginia. He concluded, “My
passion will stay this way until we get back to
balance. We need to get our nation back.”
All of us at the MRC appreciate the support of
the Gutshalls. Their gifts are a blessing and truly
paying dividends. This current semester features
13 interns, the MRC’s largest fall internship
class to date. And the digital reach of our
interns’ content is growing: one of our summer
interns, Anna Gould, designed a patriotic 4th
of July graphic shared on Twitter by none
other than President Trump, who has 88 million
followers.
What about the future of the MRC Internship
Program and its mission to produce fair-minded
journalists? Tom opined, “I like to think that at
some time it won’t be necessary because the
government has come back into balance. Sure,
the push and shove will go on for a long time.
But, by golly, we are going to win it.”

BAILEY DURAN

Opinion Editor — Liberty Champion
(Summer 2020 Gutshall Intern)

As an intern for CNS, Bailey
published 64 news articles. She is
now a senior at Liberty University
where she uses her hands-on CNS
experience to write for the school’s
official student newspaper.

NICHOLAS FONDACARO

News Analyst — MRC’s NewsBusters
(Spring 2016 Gutshall Intern)

Nicholas has been an MRC staff
member since his internship. He writes
daily blogs exposing the mainstream
media’s left-wing bias. His articles are
often highlighted on Fox News and his
reports have even been tweeted by the
Trump Administration.

RACHEL PETERSON
Researcher — Gingrich360
(Summer 2018 Gutshall Intern)

Using the valuable research
experience she gained at the
MRC, Rachel currently interns
at Gingrich360 where she is the
primary researcher for Newt
Gingrich’s podcast, Newt’s World.
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BITS & PIECES
CNN’s Treacly Melodrama
When CNN’s Wolf Blitzer declared Joe Biden
to be the “projected” president-elect on Nov.
7, contributor Van Jones, a long-time leftist,
couldn’t contain himself. Misty and teary-eyed,
Jones blubbered, “It’s easier to be a parent this
morning, it’s easier to be a dad. It’s easier to tell
your kids character matters. Tell them the truth
matters. Being a good person matters.”
MSNBC contributor Jason Johnson lectures that Republicans are
“the enemy,” and that, “There is nobody who Donald Trump likes.
I don’t even think he likes his kids.”

MSNBC Fuels Hatred
On Nov. 4, MSNBC contributor Jason Johnson, a
Robespierre-wanna-be, proclaimed he was “disturbed”
by the 70 million Americans who voted for Donald Trump
and demanded that Joe Biden treat Republicans as “the
enemy.” On Deadline: White House, Johnson railed,
“Trump may have a particular disdain for black people, he
may have a particular disdain for children at the border
but, remember, this is a guy who left his own supporters
out in the middle of a tarmac and hopped on a
plane. There is nobody who Donald Trump likes. I don’t
even think he likes his kids.”
“The people chasing the Biden-Harris truck out of
Texas, they are the enemies of democracy,” ranted
Johnson. “The people right now attacking vote counters
in Detroit, they are the enemy. Kyle Rittenhouse is the
enemy. Mitch McConnell is the enemy.”
So much for the “unity” speeches.

He prattled on, “This is a big deal for us just to
be able to get some peace and have a chance for
a reset, and the character of the country matters
and being a good man matters. … I’m sorry for the
people who lost, for them it’s not a good day. But
for a whole lot of people it’s a good day.”
For four-plus years, CNN and Van Jones viciously
attacked Trump. They gave him no peace; they were
not “good persons.”

CNN’s Van Jones, who relentlessly attacked President Trump
for four years, gets misty post-election and blubbers, “It’s
easier to be a parent this morning, it’s easier to be a dad.”

Twitter’s Bias
Social media giant Twitter frequently censors (or suppresses) conservatives on its
platform, especially tweets by President Trump. Given the political donations of Twitter
(and Facebook) employees, such digital book burning should come as no surprise. As MRC
Business reports, “Facebook employees and Twitter employees contributed over 90% of
their election donations of $200 or more to Democrats” during the 2020 election cycle.            

Facebook and Twitter employees
contributed over 90% of their
election donations of $200 or
more to Democrats.
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Also, records show that donations of $200 or more from Twitter employees (not counting
Facebook) went 99.33% to Democrats ($574,601) and — wait for it — only 0.67 percent
($3,897) to Republicans. The top recipient, Democratic presidential nominee Joe Biden,
received a lion’s share of $157,051, or a whopping 27% of Twitter employee donations.

No doubt, this explains why Twitter was so keen on censoring multiple Trump
tweets after Nov. 3, as news of election fraud snowballed.

Sour Brian
On MSNBC’s The 11th Hour, host Brian Williams — who lost his ABC
News anchor gig for lying — could not hold back his contempt for
President Trump’s nominations to the federal bench. One of the new
judges confirmed to a lifetime slot is Kathryn Mizelle. “She’s only been
out of law school for eight years,” fretted Williams. “The [left-wing]
Bar Association labeled her unqualified for the job….
She clerked for Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas, and she works at Jones Day — one of the
Trump campaign law firms where [Don] McGahn is a
partner.”
“She’s deeply religious, talks about her faith,” and
now at age 33 she’s “part of a federal judiciary
remade by [Sen. Lindsey] Graham, [Mitch] McConnell,
and Trump,” whined Williams. “The other four federal
judges approved in these last 30 hours of Senate
work, they are ages 38, 45, 39 and 40 — all appointed
for life, all with the power to reshape American law
and life for the next half century or more.”
The horror, the horror, the horror.

MSNBC’s Brian Williams complains that President Trump’s latest
confirmations to the federal bench are young, conservative, and Christian.

The ‘Leftist’ View

MSNBC Hysterics

The female co-hosts of ABC’s The View, who have trashed Trump
and his supporters for four years, went on the attack again postelection, deriding the fact that some 70 million Americans voted
for the president. On the Nov. 5 show, Joy Behar griped, “It’s
such a disheartening — this election was disheartening in many
ways because we see that half the country ignores the terrible
things that he’s done for whatever reason!”

In its drive to help defeat President Trump,
MSNBC hacks tried to ramp-up fear of NATO
disintegrating if Trump won a second term.
Reporter Richard Engel fretted on Nov. 3,
“America’s allies, where I am in the U.K.,
France, Germany, they’re watching with
great concern.
They worry that
NATO, that this
partnership which
has been damaged
over the last four
years might not
be able to survive
four more years of
President Trump.”

Co-host Sunny Hostin railed, “This president has shown us that
he is a misogynist, that he is homophobic, that he is racist, and
that he mismanaged a coronavirus pandemic to the tune of over
250,000 American deaths. Yet 50% of America saw all of that
and looked the other way. … [A]nd that I think is despicable. It
is un-American.”
In other words, it’s “disheartening” for The View because Trump
may have lost but clearly half the country supports his views,
his policies, and his overall vision for the nation.

ABC’s The View co-host Sunny Hostin rails, “This president has shown us
that he is a misogynist, that he is homophobic, that he is racist, and that he
mismanaged a coronavirus pandemic to the tune of over 250,000 American
deaths.”

MSNBC’s Katy Tur
reported that the
MSNBC’s Richard Engel
Carter Center
warns that President Trump
was unofficially
is like a “strong man”
monitoring the
dictator, clinging to power.
election. Engel
then harped that the election monitors are
watching “the voting that is taking place in
the U.S. and they are very concerned…. The
same kind of red flags that come up time and
time again when strong men try to cling to
power. And, as history has shown, oftentimes
these tactics work and sometimes the strong
men do cling to power.”
No doubt, if Trump were a left-wing “strong
man,” MSNBC would canonize him.
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NOVEMBER 11, 2020

NATIONALLY SYNDICATED COLUMN

CNN’s Preposterous Call for Unity
TIM GRAHAM — EXECUTIVE EDITOR, MRC NEWSBUSTERS
There was a Museum of Broadcasting in New
York City, but there’s never been a Museum of
Broadcasting Shamelessness. Imagine a place where
they could run a medley of clips of Dan Rather
insisting that, despite the small problem of his
reporting on phony National Guard documents, “the
underlying story is true.”
An obvious entry in the Shamelessness Museum
emerged about one minute after Joe Biden made
his “victory speech” on the night of Nov. 7. CNN
tweeted out a new commercial in which it creepily
echoed Biden’s sentiments that we must all come
together and break out the Cokes
and sing “I’d Like to Teach the
World to Sing” or something.
A female narrator mourned in
the commercial that “our trust
has been broken — in our leaders,
in our institutions, even with
some of our friends. And we are
hurting. Now, more than ever, we
need each other — to listen, to
learn from one another, to rebuild
those bonds.”
Does anyone think CNN hasn’t
been ripping apart our leaders
and our institutions for four years?
The announcer added: “Trust
shows that we believe in the good
in each other. It’s what makes us
human. And when we trust one
another, that is when we can truly
achieve great things.”
If you thought this would lead to an abrupt
switch in CNN’s daily product from hourly rage to
“Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood,” you would be sadly,
badly mistaken. Instead, shameless CNN is running
this unity-goo-goo advertisement in between its
usual Trump Hater thunderbolts.
Anderson Cooper is pictured in the ad, but two
days after Biden declared victory, Cooper was
furious that Trump hadn’t conceded. He complained
to old Obama strategist David Axelrod: “In the mid90s — I think it was like ‘96 — I was in Kinshasa, in
the waning days of Mobutu. And Mobutu was, you
know, a pretty awful dictator. And when he finally

fled the country and the rebels were moving to
take the capital, his son drove around in a pickup
truck with a machine gun and settling scores with
people he felt had not been supportive enough with
Mobutu.”
So, President Donald Trump and Donald Trump
Jr. are somehow comparable to a tyrant and his son
on a mobile, murderous rampage. Cooper added:
“Thankfully, it hasn’t come to that here, but I can’t
believe we’re in a situation where, you know, a
transfer of power is not — I can’t believe we are in
this situation here. It just seems so petty.”
Anderson Cooper has cornered
the market on pettiness. This
came after he strangely
apologized for comparing the
president to “an obese turtle on
his back flailing in the hot sun.”
This showed his capacity for
insincerity.
But this kind of inflammatory
fare just keeps churning on CNN.
Morning anchor John Berman
carped on Nov. 9 that the
Republicans were still enabling
Trump: “They’re treating him
like a petulant child....They hope
he wears himself out.” The next
day, Berman complained that the
GOP wasn’t accepting Biden’s
call for unity: “The response
from the outgoing president? No.
The response from the administration? Hell no. The
response from Republican leaders in Congress? F
no.”
CNN should expect hostility toward the call for
unity, because hyperbolic abuse has come out of the
network for years. There will be no unity, because
there is not one ounce of regret from CNN.
You cannot spend four years with people such
as Don Lemon denouncing Trump fans as “people
who will lie, steal and cheat, lie to their own
mother, lie to themselves” and expect unity. CNN’s
own continued abuse in between the “unity”
commercials should underline why their Xeroxed
Biden message is preposterous.

You cannot spend
four years with
people such as Don
Lemon denouncing
Trump fans as
“people who will lie,
steal and cheat, lie to
their own mother, lie
to themselves”
and expect unity.
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MRC IN THE NEWS

MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRC CULTURE • MRC BUSINESS • MRCTV.ORG

Media Research Center experts are frequently interviewed on stories of
national importance, reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, and in
print. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
FBN
Evening Edit, Oct. 8
WSJ at large, Oct. 23
FNC
@Night with Shannon Bream, Oct. 21
Fox and Friends, Oct. 20, 28, 29
Hannity Oct. 27
Outnumbered, Oct. 20, 21
OAN
After Hours, Nov. 6
Daily Ledger, Oct. 12, 19, 26, Nov. 2, 9
In Focus, Oct. 27
Daily Ledger, Oct. 12, 19, 26, Nov. 2, 9
Outnumbered, Oct. 20, 21
NEWSMAX TV
Greg Kelly Reports, Nov. 4, 6
National Report, Oct. 23
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio

Alan Nathan Show, Oct. 27, 29, Nov. 5, 9, 12
American Family Radio, Oct. 21, 22, 30, Nov. 9
Andrew Klavan Show, Oct. 20
Breitbart News Daily, SiriusXM, Nov. 2, 9
Charlie Kirk Show, Oct. 20
Chosen Generation, Oct. 21, 28, Nov. 4, 11
Larry Elder Show, Oct. 19
Lars Larson Show, Oct. 13, 14
Mark Levin Show, Oct. 10, 22, Nov. 10
Rush Limbaugh Show, Oct. 3, 17, Nov. 11, 16,
Sean Hannity, Oct. 21, Nov. 4
KFMB, San Diego, CA, Oct. 21, 28, Nov. 4, 11
KFNN, Phoenix, AZ, Oct. 16
KNRS AM, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 20
KNTH, Houston, TX, Nov. 2, 4, 9, 11, 16
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Nov. 3, 5, 10, 12
KZIM, Cape Girardeau, MO, Oct. 16, Nov. 12
WGMD, Lewes, DE, Oct. 12, 19, 26, Nov. 2, 9
WHK AM, Cleveland, OH, Oct. 20
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Oct. 29, Nov. 5, 12
WYNM, New York, NY, Oct. 16
1140 AM Orlando, FL, Oct. 21, 28, Nov. 5, 11
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On FNC’s Fox & Friends First, Oct. 28, Todd
Piro cited a NewsBusters study about the
leftist media’s coverage of President Trump
versus Joe Biden.

Print

Baltimore Sun, Nov. 13
Boston Globe, Oct. 14
Human Events, Oct. 31
National Review, Oct. 20
New York Post, Oct. 20, 21
New York Times, Nov. 11
The Hill, Oct. 14
Wall Street Journal, Oct. 19
Washington Post, Oct. 15
Washington Times, Oct. 20, 21, 23, 25,
27, 28, 30, Nov. 6, 9, 10
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Internet

BizPac Review, Oct. 27, 29, 31, Nov. 4, 8
Bloomberg, Oct. 19
Breitbart News, Oct. 16, 21, 26, Nov. 1
Canada Free Press, Nov. 6
CBN News, Oct. 19
Christian Post, Oct. 21, 29
Daily Caller, Oct. 19, 27, 28
Daily Signal, Oct. 19
Daily Wire, Oct. 10, 21, 29, Nov. 10 (2)
Fox Business, Oct. 31, Nov. 13
Fox News, Oct. 20, 22, 25, 27, 28, 31,
Nov. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13
Hollywood Reporter, Oct. 14
LifeSite News, Nov. 2, 3, 9, 10, 12
Newsmax, Oct. 26, 30, Nov. 2, 9, 11
NRA America’s First Freedom, Oct. 29
One News Now, Oct. 20, 21, 27, Nov. 11
PJ Media, Oct. 27 (2), 28, Nov. 3, 9, 11
Politico, Oct. 20, 28
Real Clear Politics, Oct. 13
Reason, Oct. 20
The Blaze, Oct. 29
The College Fix, Nov. 7
The Federalist, Oct. 19, 20, 23, Nov. 2
Townhall, Oct. 16, 27, Nov. 1, 10
Washington Examiner, Oct. 12, 17, 19,
26, 27, Nov. 1, 2, 9, 13, 16
Yahoo! News, Oct. 28
Townhall, Aug. 7, Sep. 1, 2
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On FNC’s Outnumbered, Oct. 20, the panel
analyzed a NewsBusters study about the
network news’ near-blackout of the Joe
Biden-Hunter Biden laptop story.

On FNC’s Oct. 29 Fox & Friends, Brian
Kilmeade highlighted a NewsBusters report
on the blackout of Hunter Biden and the Big
Tech hearing: “So let’s go to the big board
and how the networks handled this story.
Zero ABC, zero CBS, zero NBC.”

On FNC’s Oct. 21 Outnumbered, host
Harris Faulkner cited “data, courtesy of
NewsBusters.”

On OAN’s In Focus, Oct. 27, Stephanie Hamill
played an “illuminating compilation from
the MRC” of videos showing the leftist
media’s efforts to dismiss, for “no evidence,”
the Hunter-Joe Biden scandal.

On Oct. 27, both Joe Concha, on Varney & Co,
and Sean Hannity cited a NewsBusters study
documenting how 92% of news stories about
President Trump were negative, while 66%
about Joe Biden were positive — a 158-point
difference.
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Continued from page 1

Democrats nationwide, asking if they knew about the
Biden laptop story. A full 36% said they knew nothing about
it. In addition, 13% of these voters (or 4.6% of Biden’s
total vote), said they would not have voted for Biden, if
they had been informed about the story.
Had they known, Joe Biden would not have carried
Arizona, Georgia, Pennsylvania, or Wisconsin (as reported
on Nov. 5). Instead, Donald Trump would have won 289
electoral votes and a second term.
That is what happens when the left-wing media and
Big Tech censor the news. They can willfully mislead the
public and take out a president. They can subvert the
Constitution and cripple the Republic.
In addition to the bias by omission, the liberal news
outlets and the polling firms that work with them
deliberately under-polled Republicans to make it look like
Biden was way ahead of Trump. This is called suppressing
the vote: if you see your candidate is way behind in the
polls, you are less likely to go out and vote.
Up through Election Day most of the polls said Biden
was winning. For instance, in the closing national polls
Quinnipiac gave Biden 50% and Trump 39%, an 11% margin;
NBC/Wall Street Journal said Biden 52% and Trump 42%;
and CNN gave Biden 54% and Trump 42%, a 12% spread.
The actual margin (on Nov. 5) was Biden 50.4% and Trump
48%. The national polls were wrong.
On Oct. 28, an ABC/Washington Post poll absurdly
claimed that Biden was leading Trump by 17% in Wisconsin;
the actual margin (on Nov. 5) was 0.7%. Such faulty polling
was used in many states and it was willfully wrong.
Just like in 2016, day after day after day, the pollsters
in 2020 said there was no way Trump could win. They
did this on purpose. They knew exactly what they were

doing. As with Hillary Clinton, they were firmly vested in
Biden’s election.
Such rigged polling qualifies as election tampering or,
at the very least, a violation of federal election laws.
There needs to be a federal investigation. And Americans
should never trust these hucksters again.
On top of the laptop story and polling shenanigans,
the ABC, CBS, and NBC nightly newscasts delivered 92%
negative coverage to Trump in the three months prior to
the election. They gave Biden 66% positive coverage.
The attacks, smears, and outright lies have been
relentless. Over the 33 years the MRC has been in
operation, I have never seen anything like it.
The left-wing social media giants, Twitter in
particular, also used their platforms to denigrate Trump
and boost Biden. As the MRC has documented, since
May 31, 2018, Twitter has censored Trump a grand total
of 111 times. In contrast, Biden and his campaign have
received no forms of censorship or repression.
If the media were even marginally fair and honest,
the 2020 election would have turned out differently. Our
polling and research prove this. But the leftist press is
dishonest and destructive. They stole the election.
We work every day to document, expose, and
neutralize their chicanery. You can help us in this good
fight by making a donation to our nonprofit organization.
Use the reply card and postage-paid envelope to make
your most generous gift today. We look forward to
hearing from you.
		 Sincerely,

		
		

L. Brent Bozell III				
Founder and President

MINIBITS

n Actor/activist Sarah Silverman holds nothing back on Trump, “You are a
disease spreading c**t with no regard for American lives at home or abroad.”
n According to Carl Bernstein, Trump’s mishandling of COVID “far exceeds the
horrors of Watergate. These are horrors committed by a felonious presidential felon, really, a felon — felonies
committed against the people of the United States and their health and welfare.”
n Apparently missing the irony, Keith Olbermann tweets, “Trump has always been,
will always be … a whiny little Kunta Kinte.” n Actor John Leguizamo declares, “Latin
people for Republicans are like roaches for Raid.” n Teen Vogue’s election headline
blares, “Trump Did Not Lose in a Landslide Because the U.S. Is Racist.” n The New
Yorker’s Masha Gessen tells CNN that Trump’s COVID infection is comparable “to the
Soviet Union” and “the days of Stalin’s deathwatch.” n CNN’s Brianna Keilar lectures
that Trump “isn’t against violence. He is against black violence. He’s just fine with
white violence.” n Angry because Republicans held the Senate and won seats in the
House, NBC’s Kasie Hunt fumes, “These results really show that the country is more
divided than ever.” n Not a profile in courage, the NYT’s Thomas Friedman frets, “the
Actor John Leguizamo
Republican Party has become basically a political brothel that rents itself out by the
declares, “Latin people
night to whoever will energize its base, whether it was Sarah Palin or the Tea Party or
for Republicans are like
roaches for Raid.”
now, Trump...I shudder to think what four more years of this would be like.”
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